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Photosynthesis converts sunlight to chemical energy. In photo-
synthetic purple bacteria, absorbed light energy is first transferred
within a network of antenna proteins, known as light-harvesting com-
plex 2 (LH2), to reach the reaction center, which initiates the bio-
chemical reactions. While the energy transfer dynamics of individ-
ual LH2 have been extensively studied over the past decades, the dy-
namics within the antenna network are poorly understood due to its
heterogeneous and dynamic nature. Previously reported timescales
were averaged over such heterogeneity, obfuscating individual LH2-
to-LH2 energy transfer steps. Here, by embedding two LH2 into a
near-native membrane disc, known as a nanodisc, we isolate and
interrogate the organization and dynamics of protein pairs. We in-
tegrate ultrafast broadband transient absorption spectroscopy with
cryo-EM microscopy to find an inter-protein energy transfer of 5.7 ps
across 25 Å, which is the typical distance between neighboring LH2
in the membrane. The measured timescale represents the fast en-
ergy transfer between protein pairs in the antenna network, and sim-
ulations show these fast energy transfer steps can increase trans-
port distances by 50% Overall, our results introduce a framework
for well-controlled studies of inter-protein energy transfer dynamics,
and suggest the closely-packed protein pairs serve as the primary
pathway for LH2-to-LH2 energy transfer.
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Photosynthesis converts light energy to chemical energy1

to support nearly all life on Earth with a remarkable2

near-unity quantum efficiency (1–5). The high efficiency is3

achieved through a network of antenna proteins that absorb4

sunlight and then rapidly transport the resultant photoen-5

ergy over distances of 25-200 nm to reach reaction centers6

for charge separation. While nanometer-scale energy transfer7

within individual antenna proteins has been extensively char-8

acterized (3, 6–21), energy transport on the tens to hundreds9

of nanometer distances relies on inter-protein energy transfer.10

However, these energy transfer steps have been more challeng-11

ing to probe due to the number of proteins involved, their12

heterogeneous organization, and their overlapping spectral13

features (22–25). As a result, many open questions remain14

about inter-protein energy transfer and how it gives rise to15

efficient yet long distance energy transport.16

Purple bacteria are one of the most efficient classes of17

photosynthetic organisms and serve as model organisms for18

studies of photosynthetic light harvesting due to their well sep-19

arated spectral features (26). Their primary antenna protein,20

light-harvesting complex 2 (LH2) or the B800-850 complex, is21

formed from subunits that assemble into an octameric, non-22

americ, or decameric cylindrical structure (24, 27–29). Each23

subunit binds one carotenoid and three bacteriochlorophyll a 24

(BChla), which form two concentric rings upon assembly. One 25

of the rings, denoted B800, consists of one BChla from each 26

subunit and absorbs at 800 nm whereas the other, denoted 27

B850, consists of two BChla from each subunit and usually 28

absorbs at 850 nm (30–33). While these absorption features 29

are typically observed, in some species the B850 ring blue- 30

shifts to 820 nm under stress conditions due to a single amino 31

acid substitution that restructures the hydrogen bonding net- 32

work between the protein and the BChlas (30, 34, 35). This 33

low-light variant of LH2 is known as LH3 or the B800-820 34

complex (31, 36). For all variants, energy rapidly transfers 35

from the B800 to the B850 ring and around the B850 ring 36

(3, 6–20, 30, 37–42). 37

After absorption and relaxation within LH2, energy trans- 38

fers between the LH2 to reach light-harvesting complex 1 39

(LH1), which encircles the bacterial reaction center (RC) 40

(3, 30, 37, 38, 43, 44). LH2 and LH1-RC are held together in 41

the photosynthetic membrane in heterogeneous organizations 42
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Fig. 1. Characterization of LH2-LH3 DLDs. (A) Cartoon image of LH2 (red) and LH3 (orange) embedded in a nanodisc.
The lipid bilayer (light gray) is held together by ApoE422K belting protein (gray ribbons). (B) TEM image of nanodiscs. The
scale bar (white line) is 100 nm. (C) Histogram of nanodisc size distribution from TEM images. The nanodiscs are 17.4 ± 3.5
nm in diameter. (D) SDS PAGE of nanodisc sample showing belting protein and LH2 and LH3 subunits. (E) Linear absorption
spectrum of doubly-loaded LH2 (red), LH3 (orange), and LH2-LH3 (cyan) nanodiscs in the near-infrared region. The spectra
are normalized by area. (F) Fluorescence spectrum of doubly-loaded LH2 (red), LH3 (orange), and LH2/LH3 (cyan) nanodiscs
excited at 532 nm. The spectra are normalized by area.

and protein ratios, which further vary with growth conditions43

(5, 25, 34). To understand the energy transfer dynamics within44

the protein network, energy transfer timescales between LH245

and between LH1 and LH2 have been measured. Timescales46

of 2-10 ps were determined for LH2 to LH1 energy transfer47

(11, 30, 37, 45–47) and ∼5 ps for LH2-to-LH2 energy trans-48

fer (48). However, because LH2-to-LH2 energy transfer does49

not have any associated spectral changes, the timescale of50

this step was only indirectly resolved. Furthermore, these51

measurements were performed in vivo or on isolated mem-52

brane segments, which exhibit significant heterogeneity in the53

inter-protein distances. Energy transfer is expected to depend54

sensitively on the inter-protein distance, and so the reported55

values likely represent averages over a range of underlying56

timescales. Therefore, the specific timescales for protein-to-57

protein energy transfer have not yet been measured, despite58

their key role in long distance energy transport.59

In this work, we isolate and interrogate energy transfer60

between LH2 variants by reconstituting LH2 and LH3 from61

Phaeospirillum (Ph.) molischianum together within a dis-62

coidal model membrane, known as a nanodisc (Fig. 1A), and63

measuring the LH3-to-LH2 energy transfer timescale within64

the nanodiscs. Nanodiscs are self-assembled discoidal lipid bi-65

layers with well-controlled diameters and protein composition,66

and thereby provide a near-physiological yet homogeneous67

membrane-protein system (49–51). Using cryogenic electron68

microscopy (cryoEM), we characterized the structural orga-69

nization of the LH2 variants within the nanodiscs and find70

that the closest distance between the low energy BChlas is71

∼25 Å which is the canonical distance between neighboring72

LH2s within the native photosynthetic membrane, in vivo.73

(22, 52–54). Using transient absorption (TA) spectroscopy, we 74

measured the LH3-to-LH2 energy transfer timescale and find 75

a value of 5.7 ps. Supporting simulations emphasize that these 76

protein pairs play an important role in achieving long-distance 77

energy transport, effectively creating a super-highway for en- 78

ergy migration. Overall, these results determine the timescale 79

for this critical energy transfer step and establish the utility 80

of nanodiscs as a platform for bottom-up investigation of the 81

photosynthetic antenna network. 82

Results and Discussion 83

LH2 variants in doubly-loaded membrane discs. To isolate 84

and investigate energy transfer between LH2 proteins, we 85

constructed doubly-loaded nanodiscs (DLD) with both LH2 86

and LH3 incorporated as illustrated in Fig. 1A. Nanodiscs are 87

self-assembled discoidal membranes encircled by a stabilizing 88

belting protein. The membrane composition and size depends 89

on the ratios of the constituent lipids, membrane proteins, 90

and belting proteins in the initial mixture. By varying the 91

stoichiometry of the mixture, the discs were optimized for 92

two LH2 per disc with a diameter sufficient to accommodate 93

both complexes. Successful incorporation of LH2 into discs 94

was suggested by SDS-PAGE of the purified DLD samples 95

showing both LH monomer subunits and the belting protein, 96

ApoE422K (Fig. 1B). Transmission electron microscopy analy- 97

sis of the DLDs revealed discoidal structures with an apparent 98

diameter of 17.4±3.5nm (Fig. 1C,D), confirming disc forma- 99

tion. 100

The integrity of the LH2 variants within the discs was 101

confirmed by steady-state linear absorption and fluorescence 102

spectra (Fig. 1E,F) for three DLDs samples: with LH2 only 103
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Fig. 2. Structural organization of LH2 variants in nanodiscs. CryoEM analysis of LH2-LH3 DLDs showing the electron
density (light gray) and the docked structures (LH3 helices, orange; LH2 helices, red; B800 BChla, light blue; B850 BChla,
dark blue; lycopene, purple). Two orientations, “parallel” (top row) and “anti-parallel” (bottom row), were observed. Top
views of both orientations (A,D) illustrate the DLD assembly with the electron densities of belting proteins encircling the two
LH proteins. Side views illustrate that the two LH2 are at the same approximate vertical position within the lipid bilayer for
the parallel orientation (B) and are displaced vertically for the anti-parallel orientation (E). Both orientations reveal closely
packed proteins with ∼25 Å between the BChla of the B820 and B850 rings.

(LH2 DLDs), LH3 (LH3 DLDs), and the LH2-LH3 mixture104

(LH2-LH3 DLDs). The overall peak profiles are similar to the105

proteins in detergent. For LH2 DLDs, the maximum of the106

B850 band red-shifted from 846 to 849 nm upon incorporation107

into the lipid bilayer, consistent with previous reports (9, 10).108

Similarly, for LH3 DLDs, the maximum of the B820 band109

red-shifted from 817 nm to 819 nm upon incorporation into110

the bilayer. The red tail of the B820 band for LH3 DLDs111

is due to a contribution of 5-10% LH2 (Fig. S5), as full112

conversion has not been achieved in this species (10). For the113

LH2-LH3 DLDs, incorporation of both LH2 and LH3 into the114

discs was confirmed through the linear absorption spectrum of115

the purified sample, which was decomposed into a 60%/40%116

combination of the spectra of the two variants (Fig. 1E).117

Finally, co-mixture of LH2 and LH3 within nanodiscs was118

established through the fluorescence spectrum of the LH2-119

LH3 DLDs sample (Fig. 1F). For stochastic LH2 and LH3120

insertion, the LH2-LH3 DLD samples contain a mixture of121

LH2 DLDs, LH3 DLDs, and LH2-LH3 DLDs. Decomposition122

of the fluorescence spectrum into those of the two individual123

variants showed a 31% increase in LH2 content, consistent with124

a contribution from LH3-to-LH2 energy transfer at the level125

expected for stochastic insertion. At the 50 µM concentration126

of the fluorescence measurement, the presence of inter-protein127

energy transfer strongly implies incorporation of LH2 and LH3128

into the same disc.129

Cryogenic electron microscopy of doubly-loaded nanodiscs.130

To determine the architecture of the proteins within the DLDs,131

we used cryogenic electron microscopy (CryoEM) to resolve132

the structure of the LH2-LH3 DLDs at a highest resolution of133

6.5Å, as shown in Figure 2. The formation of the DLD was134

successfully observed in the electron density - The encircling135

belting protein with two embedded membrane proteins are dis-136

tinctly visible. Each of the embedded proteins had an apparent 137

diameter of 7.1 nm and a clear octameric symmetry, consistent 138

with the crystal structure of LH2 (PDB Code 1LGH) and 139

the homology model of LH3 from Ph. molischianum. These 140

features were utilized to dock the two into the densities. The 141

DLD diameter of 17.1 nm from the high-resolution CryoEM 142

structure is also in good agreement with the TEM average 143

diameter of 17.4 nm (Fig. 1D). 144

Interestingly, two types of structures emerged from the 145

analysis. One is similar to the native arrangement in which 146

the BChl bands of each LH protein face the same side of the 147

lipid bilayer as the BChl bands of the neighboring protein 148

(hereafter, "parallel") as shown in the top row of Fig. 2. The 149

second is a non-native arrangement in which the BChl bands 150

of each LH protein face the opposite side of the bilayer as the 151

bands of the neighboring protein (hereafter, "anti-parallel") 152

as shown in the bottom row of Fig. 2. Notably, the anti- 153

parallel structure dominates our sample, accounting for ∼85% 154

of total particles analyzed. In addition to the apparent flip in 155

orientation, the anti-parallel structure also shows a vertical 156

displacement between neighboring proteins of ∼12Å along the 157

perpendicular axis to the membrane plane (Fig. 2B,E). As 158

a result of this displacement, the two low energy bands in 159

the anti-parallel structure remain at nearly identical distances 160

between the closest inter-complex BChl pairs as in the parallel 161

structure, with values of 24.8Å and 25.3Å, respectively. Both of 162

these values are on par with the canonical LH2-LH2 literature 163

distance measured by Atomic force microscopy (AFM) (24, 164

54, 55), thus indicating the biologically-relevant distance was 165

probed. Theoretical calculations (Table S5) show that the 166

similar distances yielded energy transfer timescales within 167

error, suggesting that the presence of two structures does not 168

impact the measurements of inter-protein energy transfer. 169
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Inter-protein energy transfer between LH2 variants. To probe170

the timescale of LH3-to-LH2 energy transfer, spectrally-171

resolved TA spectroscopy was performed on the DLDs with172

both LH2 and LH3 as shown in Fig. 3A. In order to accurately173

extract the inter-protein energy transfer timescale, LH2 DLDs174

and LH3 DLDs were also measured (Figs. S12 and S13). The175

spectral and temporal evolution of the TA data from all three176

samples was fit, where the values from the LH2 DLDs and177

LH3 DLDs were taken as fixed values for the LH2-LH3 DLDs178

data.179

Both individual protein samples, the LH2 DLDs and LH3180

DLDs, were fit using global analysis, which identifies the181

characteristic time constants and their associated spectral pro-182

files, known as species-associated-decay-spectra (SADS) (56).183

The data was best fit with a sequential model in which the184

system evolves through three components. The first compo-185

nent decayed on a sub-picosecond timescale (850 fs for LH2-186

DLDs; 680 fs for LH3-DLDs) and the SADS was dominated187

by negative peak at ∼810 nm from the ground state bleach188

(GSB)/stimulated emission (SE) of the B800 band. Therefore,189

this component was assigned to B800 to B820/B850 energy190

transfer. Consistent with this assignment, the SADS associ-191

ated with the second component were dominated by a negative192

peak at ∼860 nm for LH2 and ∼840 nm for LH3 from the193

GSB/SE of the B850 and B820 bands, respectively, as shown194

in Fig. 3C. A broad positive feature at higher energies (>850195

nm for LH2 and >820 nm for LH3) was also present due to196

excited-state absorption (ESA) primarily from the B800 band. 197

The timescale of the second component was 6.6 ps for LH2 198

DLDs and 8.1 ps for LH3 DLDs, and was assigned to vibra- 199

tional relaxation. The final component exhibited a similar 200

spectral profile and decayed on a ∼1.3 ns timescale, which 201

is the approximate fluorescence lifetime of the LH2 variants. 202

The time constants and their associated spectra are consistent 203

with previous work (9, 10, 19, 39). 204

The spectra were also fit using a a three-step kinetic model 205

in which, after photoexcitation of B800, (1) energy transfers 206

from B800 to B850, (2) B850 undergoes vibrational relaxation, 207

and (3) B850 relaxes to the ground state (SI Appendix, Fig. 208

S9A). Single wavelength transients were taken at 2.5 nm in- 209

tervals from 790 nm to 880 nm and globally fit to the kinetic 210

model. The extracted time constants and spectral profiles 211

were consistent with the components from the global analysis. 212

For the LH3-LH2 DLDs, LH3-to-LH2 energy transfer is 213

also present. In the spectra from the LH2-LH3 DLDs, energy 214

transfer can be observed. As shown in Fig. 3B, the GSB/SE 215

signal at ∼830 nm from the B820 band decays with a cor- 216

responding rise in the GSB/SE signal at ∼860 nm from the 217

B850 band. In order to extract the energy transfer time, the 218

TA data was fit through the single wavelength kinetics, as 219

the complexity of the data precluded direct fitting via global 220

analysis. Due to the stochastic nature of the disc self-assembly 221

process, the LH2-LH3 DLDs samples contain a mixture of 222

LH2 DLDs, LH3 DLDs, and LH2-LH3 DLDs. Therefore, the 223

Fig. 3. LH3-to-LH2 energy transfer dynamics. (A) 2D representation of ultrafast TA spectra of LH3-LH2 DLDs. Color bar
describes signal intensity (mOD). (B) Absorption transients of LH3-LH2 DLDs at wavelengths indicated in (A). Experimental
values are shown as dots with fit values overlaid as solid lines. (C) SADS of B820 (orange) and B850 (red) extracted from the
TA data of LH3 DLDs and LH2 DLDs, respectively. Results are shown from both simultaneous fitting of the single-wavelength
kinetics (dots) and global analysis (lines). (D) Spectral decomposition of LH3-LH2 (dark green) TA difference spectrum at 5 ps
time delay by LH2-LH2 and LH3-LH3 (red and yellow, respectively).The cyan dashed line is the simulated LH3-LH2 spectrum.
(E) The relative changes in the coefficients (a/b) with time are in line with the population dynamics of B820 decay from the
model fitting. (F) Schematic of the model used to fit the LH2-LH3 DLDs with values held fixed from LH2 DLDs and LH3
DLDs shown as gray arrows and the extracted LH3-to-LH2 energy transfer rate shown as a black arrow.
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Fig. 4. Rate of LH3-to-LH2 energy transfer within the photosynthetic membrane (A)The inter-complex energy
transfer rate as a function of the separation between the closest B820/B850 BChl pair. The dashed vertical gray lines define
the biologically-relevant range of LH-LH distances based on AFM measurements of purple bacteria photosynthetic membranes
(54, 55). The black lines represent far-field (top) and near-field (bottom) FRET regimes at R−6 scaling. The dark blue lines
define a range of rescaled theoretical energy transfer rates such that the LH3-to-LH2 rate at the natural separation range is set
to 0.1 ps−1 (bottom) and 0.2 ps−1 (top). The white dot represents the of experimental separation measured in the cryoEM
structure and its appropriate experimental rate. (B) Schematic representation of Ph. molischianum photosynthetic membrane
based on hrAFM (22) of this apparatus. Dotted oval containing naturally interacting LH3 and LH2. White arrows with yellow
glow indicate energy transfer between the two. (C) The simulated effect of LH2 network distance heterogeneity on overall
energy migration in hexagonal packing. Three setups (top, from left to right) - uniform, homogeneous spacing (4.8nm) of 156
inter-complex distances; 12 tightly interacting LH2-LH2 pairs (2.5nm) clustered in 144 loosely interacting (5nm) LH2-LH2
pairs; 12 tightly interacting LH2-LH2 pairs (2.5nm) randomly positioned with 144 loosely interacting (5nm) LH2-LH2 pairs.
Migrated accumulated distance at 1ns time-frame for each configuration is shown (bottom) .

signal was fit to a sum of the evolution of the three samples224

described by kinetic models (SI Appendix, Fig. S9B). The225

intra-LH2 and intra-LH3 time constants and the SADS for226

all species were held fixed to the values determined through227

global fitting of the LH2 DLDs and the LH3 DLDs, leaving228

only the LH3-to-LH2 energy transfer time and the relative229

amplitudes for the samples as free parameters. LH3-to-LH2230

energy transfer is most prominent within the spectral regions231

from 825 to 850 nm where the SADS of B820 and B850 have232

opposite signs (Fig. 3C). In this region, the negative signal233

becomes positive due to the decay of negative B820 and the234

rise of the positive B850 as illustrated in Fig. 3B. Therefore,235

transients within this spectral range were simultaneously fit in236

order to determine an LH3-to-LH2 energy transfer timescale237

of 5.7 ps.238

To confirm LH3-to-LH2 energy transfer was successfully239

described by fitting to the kinetic model, the TA spectra from240

the LH2-LH3 DLDs were also decomposed into a linear combi-241

nation of the LH2 and LH3 spectra. The relative contributions242

of the two spectra can be described by the ratio of LH3 to243

LH2 as shown in Fig. 3E. The ratio decreased with delay time244

in the LH2-LH3 DLDs consistent with LH3-to-LH2 energy245

transfer. In contrast, the ratio was nearly constant with delay246

time in a control sample of a simple mixture of LH2 and LH3247

(Fig. S15C). The ratios from the LH2-LH3 DLDs are overlaid248

with the population dynamics of B820 from the model fitting.249

The evolution from both approaches shows good agreement,250

supporting the extracted timescale for energy transfer.251

Förster theory calculations. The rate of LH3-to-LH2 energy252

transfer was also calculated using generalized Förster theory253

as shown in Fig. 4A. Generalized Förster theory describes254

the intermediate regime appropriate for photosynthetic light- 255

harvesting apparatuses, i.e., the inter-bacteriochlorophyll dis- 256

tances give rise to interactions between the far-field and near- 257

field limits (57–60). For the ∼25 Å distance extracted from 258

the CryoEM structures, the theoretical rate is 4.4 ps - 6.8 259

ps (see SI Appendix), similar to the experimental value of 260

5.7 ps. The good agreement between experiment and theory 261

also illustrates that, even for inter-protein energy transfer, 262

the far-field regime breaks down due the nanoscale distances 263

involved. 264

Theoretical energy transfer timescales were also compared 265

for LH3-to-LH2 and LH2-to-LH2 energy transfer (Table S5). 266

Similar timescales and distance scaling were observed, confirm- 267

ing that LH3-to-LH2 energy transfer captures the behaviors 268

associated with energy transfer amongst the LH2 variants in 269

the membrane. 270

Energy transfer in the heterogeneous membrane. The LH3- 271

to-LH2 timescale extracted from the LH3-LH2 DLDs corre- 272

sponds to the canonical energy transfer between LH2 variants 273

within the membrane, as the proteins are held together in 274

a closely-packed organization through the facilitating nano- 275

confinement of the nanodisc. In AFM images of the photosyn- 276

thetic membrane (22), instances of similar inter-protein dis- 277

tances were seen as illustrated in Fig. 4B. However, along with 278

these closely-packed protein pairs, a range of other distances 279

were observed within the heterogeneous protein network. In 280

previous indirect measurements, an LH2-to-LH2 energy trans- 281

fer timescale of ∼5 ps was found (48), similar to the 5.7 ps 282

timescale extracted from the LH2-LH3 DLDs. 283

To investigate the importance of neighboring protein pairs 284

in long distance energy migration, the energy transport dis- 285
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tance was simulated using a hexagonal organization, which is a286

well established model for the arrangement of LH2 in the bacte-287

rial membrane (Fig. 4C) (61–63). The inter-protein distances288

were set to 2.5 nm and 5 nm, which is the canonical distance289

and the tail of the distance distribution observed in AFM290

measurements (54, 55). The covered distance was simulated291

for three different membrane arrangements: (i) equivalent292

inter-protein distances (4.8 nm); (ii) a protein cluster with293

distances of 2.5 nm and 5 nm within and without the cluster,294

respectively; and (iii) random distances of 2.5 nm within a295

lattice of 5 nm distances. In all arrangements, an average296

inter-protein distance of 4.8 nm was maintained.297

As shown in Fig. 4, the simulations revealed a ∼70%298

increase in transport distances for the heterogeneous arrange-299

ments (ii, iii) over the equivalent arrangement (i). A small300

(∼2.5%) increase in transport distance was also observed for301

the random arrangement (iii) over the cluster (iii), suggesting302

no complex architecture is required. These results suggest that303

the local architecture of LH2-LH2 pairs within the photosyn-304

thetic membrane, and replicated using the nanodisc platform,305

provides an increased efficiency of energy transfer, and effec-306

tively creates a ‘superhighway’ for energy migration through307

the protein network.308

Conclusion309

In summary, we report isolation and characterization of the310

structure and dynamics of LH2 and its low-light variant LH3311

from Ph. molischianum. Our results establish that nanodiscs,312

ultrafast TA spectroscopy, and cryoEM can, together, inves-313

tigate inter-protein energy transfer of photosynthetic light314

harvesting.315

Through this combination, we measured an inter-protein en-316

ergy transfer timescale of ∼6 ps for the tightly-packed protein317

pairs, identifying the canonical inter-protein energy transfer318

within the protein network. Simulations and comparison to319

previous measurements suggests inter-protein energy transfer320

is dominated by these closely-packed protein pairs, which may321

be required for long distance energy transport. The ability of322

these protein pairs to dominate inter-protein energy transfer323

may also be a mechanism by which similar timescales are main-324

tained despite heterogeneous protein organizations, allowing325

the light harvesting dynamics to be robust to the variations326

in antenna protein expression and organization used to adjust327

the light-harvesting machinery to the fluctuating conditions328

of natural environments.329

Materials and Methods330

Detailed description of the materials and methods is provided331

in the SI Appendix. This includes information on the sample332

preparation, cryo-EM procedures and structural determination,333

spectroscopic methods and data analysis, and details on the334

quantum chemical calculations.335
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